2008 dodge caliber fuse box

Rosen Nissan helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in
the interior fuse box of your Dodge Caliber in addition to the fuse panel diagram location.
Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows
all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown
out. If your Caliber is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first,
because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Dodges have multiple
interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse
box of your Caliber is located. If your Caliber has many options like a sunroof, navigation,
heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make
sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to
replace a blown fuse in your Caliber, make sure you replace it with one that has the same
amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question
doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They
should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some
other problem with your Caliber. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers
how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the
majority of cars on the road. If your battery has green or white cruddy deposits, it is probably
not getting enough juice from and will likely wear out sooner. Odd electrical problems that come
out of nowhere can often signify a blown engine fuse - check and change yours here! Leaking
coolant is usually a sign that your water pump needs to be replaced. This video shows you how
to quickly plug it. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly
alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Clean the gunk off of your battery. Check for a
blown engine fuse. Plug minor coolant leaks. Rotate your tires. Rotate your tires at least three
times per year. See all videos for the Dodge Caliber. We have a massive and growing video
library, but we don't have everything Years of production: Dodge is an American multinational
car manufacturer into manufacturing different sizes of cars. The cars manufactured by this
particular firm are best suited for the roads of the Asian countries like South Korea, Singapore,
etc. As of now, the models of cars released to date can be categorized only up to the first
generation. Within the first generation itself, every single year, a new model of cars was
released in the market. One could find some commonality in the models released between the
years The years and saw the inclusion of tech-based control in the car and also some levels of a
facelift. In the first year of the first generation of cars released itself, the cargo area of the car
was made stain resistant. The provision optional cooler was provided. The gearbox can either
be of the manual or the automatic type. The paint colors used in the cars were of the metallic
type. This gave an elevated look to the model of cars released in the market. The radio
navigation provided to the cars helped the drivers maneuver without much trouble. The
Japanese citizens will have to pay additional taxes in case they own larger sized cars. To
capture the Japanese market, the company released the model of cars with slightly lessened
dimensions. This shows the level of demand for the release of the Dodge Caliber created in the
markets all over the world. The fuse block known as the Integrated Power Module is located in
the engine compartment near the air cleaner assembly. Login Register. Ford Fiesta VI - : Fuse
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uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out
if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience
while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized
as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. Fuse box diagram fuse layout , location and assignment of
fuses and relays Dodge Caliber , , , , , The wiring circuits in the vehicle are protected from short
circuits by fuses. This greatly reduces the chance of damage caused by electrical problems. To
check a fuse, look at the silver-colored band inside the fuse. If the band is broken or melted,
replace the fuse. Be sure to replace a bad fuse with a new one of the identical size and rating.
Fuses of the same amperage can be temporarily borrowed from another fuse location if a fuse

goes out. Replace the fuse as soon as possible. An Integrated Power Module is located in the
engine compartment near the air cleaner assembly. This center contains cartridge fuses and
mini fuses. A label that identifies each component may be printed on the inside of the cover.
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category
only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website.
These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. When installing the
Integrated Power Module cover, it is important to ensure the cover is properly positioned and
fully latched. Failure to do so may allow water to get into the Integrated Power Module, and
possibly result in an electrical system failure. When replacing a blown fuse, it is important to
use only a fuse having the correct amperage rating. The use of a fuse with a rating other than
indicated may result in a dangerous electrical system overload. If a properly rated fuse
continues to blow, it indicates a problem in the circuit that must be corrected. Main Page. This
website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can
opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. I was driving when all of a sudden the radio, heat, lights, etc. I
pulled over and put the car in park, but could not remove my keys from the ignition or shift out
of park after that. It turned out to be an issue with a fuse, which I had to remove and reinsert.
The same thing happened just last week, when I was driving down the highway in weather with
my young child in the backseat. Tried removing the fuse and reinserting it, but this time, it
would not work. So, we were stranded for an hour in the car waiting for a tow truck. Towed it
right to the dealership and was told the entire fuse box needed to be replaced The car is only a I
don't believe it should be having such costly problems already!!! I am wondering if others have
had a similar problem with their vehicles? I would like to get a group of others together and
approach Chrysler with this problem, as I've heard it's a common one and should be cause for a
recall. Yes I have a also and I am not having that issue but I am having an issue with the fuse
box and it may have to be replaced as well. The issue i'm having is that my headlights wont
come on unless its on high beams. I took it to some local mechanics and they all told me that
the fuse box needed replacing and it was going to be a very costly process. I agree with you
these cars are too new to be having issues like this. I like the car but too many issues too soon.
Good luck. They need to redo the entire wirering i asked that they just cut the correded part and
put in back in a new box so they wouldnt have to work to much on it but they said it wouldnt
last long I feel like they enjoy those problem , getting used with the pricing and the way to do
things since everyone will have the problem soon or later. My email is Seb85 live. And this
week-end i will try to find a fuse box in good shape in scrap yard to change it myself. Dont really
wanna give em that much money for something that isnt that much of a deal in reality. The fuse
box is expose to rain and salt at winter time so the more u drive the more it get expose so only a
matter of time for every dodge caliber owners. I have had nothing but problems with my dodge
caliber I purchased new and since then have had to replace 2 alternators, bad air conditioner
problem and the fuse box is now blown, no head light to the left. Find a mechanic that will pull a
wire relay wire and run it to the other light. Hi, I am in northern California, and the same thing
happened to me. You can contact me at karentripp7 yahoo. I hope to hear from you as I have
90K miles and my car is not under waranty any longer. I agree we need to contact Chrysler as a
"group" with this same issue to get results. Hi, Karen again, I have had electric problems and
one head light out as well. My car will not go into gear to gom forward or back up when jump
started by a friend I thought it was just the battery, but its a new battery. The engine is missing
and when I come to a stop sign the engine stalls, and will not start. I looked in the fuse box and I
am wondering if there my car is to have ALL fuses in the box? I have a green 40 that has four
places for fuses, and a red 10 and an empty space for a red 30 or 40? Thank you! Karen
karentripp7 yahoo. Jon answered 9 years ago. It is responsible for controlling numerous
systems in your vehicle. Your experiences are likely to be related to an internal TIPM failure.
Bobbie answered 9 years ago. I have a Caliber I replaced battery but that wasn't the problem I
ended up taking it to the Dealership and they replaced some kind of module thing Liza
answered 9 years ago. Hi, I just had the same issue with my 07 SXT. I have just one head light

that will not come on. They said it is a simply install. ABC Auto Parts - Burkhart Automotive Not
sure if you can order through this company - Hickman's Service - I'll be ordering mine soon, but
hopefully this is helpful. I too have a problem with my low beam not coming on at all on one
side of the car. Took it to a shop and they said the fuse box needed to be replaced. It this is the
case, I have no idea what to do, definately not enough money to cover a thousand dollar part. I
want to be involved in any possible chance of forcing a recall on this car. This is crazy to have
to pay that much for a part that was obviously not built to last. I only have 60, miles went out
around 55, To anyone out there wanting to be involved in trying to get enough people involved
in attempting to get this car recalled, I will do whatever I can to help. If that doesn't work, maybe
we should try the newspapers or something to generate more public awareness how badly the
consumer is getting ripped off from the manufacturer on this problem. Let me know. Earlier this
week all the lights in my cluster started flashing, and the chimes started sounding. I got to a
safe spot and pulled my car over. Got my car towed to a mechanic shop close to home. On top
of that I was told that they would have to check all the wiring to ensure that all the corrosion
was taken care of, which would probably cost a whole bunch of money seeing as there is a
whole lot of wiring that would have to be checked. I was appalled, why should I have to replace
such an integral part after the length of time that I've had the car. Issues like this really make me
question whether I should purchase domestic the next time I buy, because it seems like there is
no thought process behind the design for the internal workings, that there is more focus on the
external appearance of the car. I'm on board for looking at some sort of compensation. Contact
me at brit2nv hotmail. Surinder answered 9 years ago. I just went to Edmonton South side
Dodge dealership. When I was at home my wife check lights and told me it still not working. A
big amount. Now I visit to 12 volt car Electrician and he told me problem in fusebox and need to
be replaced new one and it is common problem in Dodge Caliber. Is Dodge not have to recall
that vehicles and replace faulty fuse boxes so that people has confidence in them. I just create a
page on Facebook pleaase write your concern there and let us see if we have to go to court or
Dodge can understand that issue and fix it accordingley. Regards, Surinder. Chris answered 9
years ago. It is called the TIPM Totally Integrated Power Module. This is what happens with
technology cram to much in a small space. And yes they go bad all the time JP answered 8
years ago. AHoliinger answered 8 years ago. Hello my name is Alice and I own a dodge caliber
about a month ago in June my engine light popped on and I drove a little bit more and then all of
my other lights came on gas, oil, brakes etc. I drove a little bit more and the speed went down to
10 mile mph and it wouldn't go over that speed I let it sit for an hour and had my son return to
pick it up and brought the car back to the house and I asked him whats wrong he said he didn't
know but he reset the fuse box and started working at that time. So I brought the car back home
and every time I go out everything comes back on and I'm stuck with driving at 20mph and my
son has to keep restarting the fuse box. Austin answered 8 years ago. Hello, my name is Austin.
I am from North Carolina, so the temps are warmer and weather is completely different than up
north. Are most the cars having this issue in the northern states and above? We bought a
caliber for my son's first car a couple of months ago. What a joke. Now, it has started
overhearting. Cooling fan relay is bad. Of course you can't just replace the relay, the whole
Totally Integrated Power Module has to be replaced! Armyeng answered 8 years ago. I pulled it
out cleaned the contacts put it back in and everything was fine for 1 day then we went to open
the sunroof and it would not open then both the power accesories went out and will not work. I
pulled the fuse out for it and had it tested. It tested fine and the garage told me the same thing
the fuse box is starting to corrode and needs to be replaced. I sent a letter in to Diamond
Chrysler and the response I received was less then help full. I will never again purchase a
Dodge product becouse of this issue I cant wait to go trade it in. Nathan answered 8 years ago.
Service peeps had another Caliber come in with the same issue while mine was in. Some of the
TIPM's have already been called on different Chrysler models so you should check your vin or
have the dealership check it for pending recalls. Jude answered 8 years ago. My problems are
just starting Already I have a fuse that keeps blowing, can't use electronic lock so the
hatchback is always unlocked, no interior ligghts, no cruise control, no sound with the blinkers I
am already regretting the purchase! To all the peeps that own a Dodge Caliber with the left low
beam headlight out and facing a huge repair bill please read.. I tried reseting the computer no
good. All you have to do is find the low beam hot wire on the right side piggy back a piece of
wire long enough to reach the left side light piggy back it to the left low beam hot wire. You can
run the wire in and out of the core support across the front to hide the wire and keep it away
from moving parts of the engine. I bought my Caliber in and have had numerous minor electrical
problems. Recently however the electrical problems have caused problems with the electronic
throttle control which means no gas getting to motor All three times this happened the starter
was burned up in the process. So after being stranded on the side of the highway three times

and having to replace the starter 3 times we finally found the problem to be the Integrated
Power Module. One thing that did work in the interim of waiting for the Module to be ordered my
mechanic added a kill switch to the car to keep the starter from being burned up. Now that the
module has been replaced I intend to get rid of the car as my mechanic tells me that he's not
sure Dodge has this problem fixed and that the new modules will probably have the same
problems. He knows one person who has replaced this part 3 times. I am having the same
problem and Mine is a Caliber, but both of my headlights dont work. I have tried rebooting the
TIPM with no luck. I am looking to see if there are any recalls on this issue. MzMCarney
answered 8 years ago. I, too like many others is being overcharged to replace the TIPM fuse
box. I am ordering the parts myself and have them put on so they only charge me for labor not
parts. Reduced half my bill so I can get my car out the shop. The low beam went out at 60, miles
on one side and was told it was the power module needed to be replaced. Also, have had both
back windows fixed before the warranty was up because the motor went out even though I
never use the back windows. Now the "regulators" are out on both back windows. The Caliber
sucks and I wish I never a Dodge! I currently have my R? T Caliber at the dealership. It's been
there for 3 weeks as they have been trying to recreate the problem where my cluster starts to
flash. Luckily it acted up for them two days ago finally. They are telling me that the ABS
modules have to be replaced and that my alternator is now going. Hopefully this corrects the
problem, I'm only sort of crossing my fingers. Just want to get through this winter as I have no
problems in the warmer months. Possibly in the fall will be getting rid of it, but never ever again
will I buy a Dodge. All these problems but they're ok with it because we're paying to fix it. It's
not right in my eyes. Drummerlawman answered 7 years ago. I just had the same problem this
week with my Caliber. GeraldBourguet answered 7 years ago. If anyone's still having problems
with their headlights on the 07 Dodge Caliber, there was a news segment on ABC15 recently
that's pretty helpful in explaining what you should look into doing. Joe Ducey is an investigative
reporter who helps out Phoenix consumers who have been scammed so if you're headlights are
giving you problems, definitely check this out! Marlene answered 7 years ago. This is
ridiculous, I too am facing same problem now with my Dodge Caliber SXT the driver side
headlight is out unless I turn highbeams on! I used to love this car , but it has been giving me a
lot of mechanical issues ever since I purchased. Count me in for a recall petition we shouldn't
be paying for this when the manufacturer should be responsible to inform us about this
problem and take care of it. Please contact me shari. I just called Crysler customer service and
had them certify my call, please call to inform this problem so we may get reimbursed , save
your receipts if you had work done!! I just called Crysler and had them document my issues as
well as my info.. I've had alternator replaced several times, battery repl several times, my
interior dash lights half work, my cig lighter n 12v won't work.. Never again! My e-mail is
haileenkym yahoo. Shelly answered 7 years ago. I have already filed a complaint here. I know I
read that other Dodge models like the Ram have had this same problem. Speard the word
maybe we can see a result!! I had my eye on a ,but my eyes are going elsewhere. No wonder its
been sitting in the car lot for months!!!! Hi bought my 07 caliber in 09 in southern alberta. In
park when I put the turn signal on either way the park latch flicks on and off and the brake lights
flash and then I turn my headlights on and the brake lights go on solid and the park latch fully
disengages then you push the brake and everything seems to reset - so weird. Any ideas? Hello
everyone. First let me say that I am from Venezuela and I do not speak much English, so I'm
helping with an online translator and thank excuse me if there is any error in writing. My Caliber
has only 30, km or 18, miles. Three weeks ago I saw that the right front light did not work, so I
took my car to the dealer and still has warranty. Can you imagine how expensive this can be for
us in Venezuela? I hope that the guarantee covers the costs completely and Chrysler make
changes to that module, I see that very often the damage. I have a dodge caliber.. I believe that
the TIPM is my issue. I have continuity to all fuses except the 2 ASD relays I have power into the
box and the fuse is alright just nothing in between??? Your problem has now started exactly as
mine did. After several trips to my mechanic his and my research on this TIPM problem - result
of my last trip the caliber was at the mechanic's from Nov. It is my experience that your problem
is just beginning, the TIPM is located in bad spot to get all the dirt from the road, you really need
to have it cleaned very well, however it will fix it for a while but not for good. It will happen
again. I speak from experience. For instance you are the 2nd email received on this subject in
just 5 days. There are many, many more people out there with this exact same issue going on.
Ashley answered 7 years ago. I also have a Dodge Caliber. I bought it in Since then I have
replaced 2 alternators, a fuel pump and several batteries. My current issue is the driver side
light. First the low beam went out and I could still use the high beam but after a while the high
beam also went out. I tried to get HID lights to see if they could just go around the light not
working but the guy told me that there is for sure power going to the headlight plug but for

some reason it's not powering the bulb. He said I would need to contact an automotive
electrician. I live paycheck to paycheck and do not have that kind of money to put into this car.
I'm still making payments until May. Anyone think they might do a recall some time soon. I can
only get out of tickets for so long before cops start catching on that it's not getting fixed.
Calibers SUCK! I found the issue with my - there is a box of relays under the left front wheel
well.. I opened that box and found one out of 4 relays broken off and corroded I first bought it
last March 2 weeks later it wouldnt start. Turns out a loose wire they fixed it. Left the dealer
heard a loud scratching noise took it back they put it on a lift and called me in. Now almost a
year later i havent had much problems with it until recently. Just the other day it stalled out on
me while i was driving and the check engine light came on and the oil light light flashed. Got it
pulled over and checked the oil. No oil. I went to the gas station just 2 mins away from my place
and on the way back it stalled out again with the check engine light and oil light coming on. My
steering locked as well. Can i even get rid of my car if i still have payments? Like return it to the
dealer? Both times i almost could have lost my life can i sue them for selling a non-safety car?
What could be the problem causing the stalling? Woodside answered 6 years ago. My daughter
purchased a dodge caliber last summer. A few months ago the drivers side low beam went out. I
replaced the bulb, but still didn't work. Last month the starter went out. We towed the car and
got it replaced. Another 2 weeks go by and guess what -- same thing. This car is the biggest
POS I ever saw. Innocent answered 6 years ago. Bought my Dodge SXT in and never had a fault,
not even a bulb change, besides the servicing for which i don't even follow the schedule. I am
shocked at the problems everyone is facing. Additionally, my engine bay is dusty beyond
recognition. Could it be that something is seriously wrong with my car? There has to be
because i seem to be the only idiot on this forum. Ihatemydodge answered 6 years ago. I also
replaced the TIPM and altogether with labor it cost not to mention the other money spent on
mechanics who couldn't figure it out. Now both front doors are busted. Now it looks like crap
and I cant even use my passenger side door. I want to cry! I hate this POS. Im still recovering
from the TIPM now this! Please let me know if a group gets together about the TIPM. Sean-Erin
answered 6 years ago. I have km on it. Just sitting here in shock at the moment. Tell them to
check the fuses in the drivers side wheel well Unhappydodgeowner answered 6 years ago. Wow
wow wow, I've read every post on this page. Man I wish I saw this 2 years ago before leasing
this dodge caliber sxt. I to having being having problems with my POS car. I've replacing my
battery twice, rear brake light twice, and brake light switch. Check engine comes on one day
before work. I could shift out of park. Call a mechanic friend he told me to use the disengage
which I did. Turns out the TIPM is bad. There should really be a recall. Lord Help Us. Amy
answered 6 years ago. I found out this morning the my Dodge sxt needs a new fuse block and I
had the same issue with the left low beam not working. I went through several headlights trying
to avoid something major but sure enough. I also had to have the fuel throttle pump replaced
because the car wouldn't accelerate. The car has about , miles on it and has been maintained as
far as regular maintenance since I have owned it, which will be 4 years in March. It had 55, when
I bought it. As much as it's frustrating to read this I'm taking a little comfort in the fact that my
mechanic is honest and not trying to overcharge. Thanks everyone for sharing. Hopefully
something will come of this. I have seen this problem in so many of these cars when I pull up
behind them in the traffic. Mine is a and the abs light comes on and then I can't use the cruise
control. I have a SXT Crapilar! Car is Crap. What the check is security module anyway? Sign me
up for petition! Email is wolfchevy3 yahoo. Hopefully this can be resolved! Really hate this car!
Aworth answered 6 years ago. Replaced bulb Guess what!! Not the bulb Surprise surprise!! Just
imagine!! One thousand dollars too fix a bulb problem!! I would be more than happy to take
Dodge to court Rytis answered 6 years ago. Hi, Thought that I do not type in this post but I'm
doing it right now, I bought a car and there was not working right front light and as I have
experience with cars so thought that nothing more than a bulb or fuse will be but after bulb
check I was started to read in web about calibers you probably know why.. The thing which I'm
looking for is anyone have solved these issues by changing TIPM or bringing a car to local
electrician not related with Chryslers or Dodges or any way how? Got the solution in only
Electrician reseted TIPM and everything started to work again of cource he don't know what
long it will work because it was just simple reset threw computer but I think this way is much
better than to change whole TIPM with USD. Sharon answered 6 years ago. I have the same
problem, I like dodge sold a soda can and put a label on it and say run. I had a similar issue, off
side dip beam not working, replaced bulb. Still not working. Checked old bulb - yes blown,
checked new bulb - all good. Tried again still not working. Tried switching off locking etc and
tried again - still no dipped beam on off side. Maybe a fault code wipe is all that is needed rather
than a new module as definitely wouldn't work until faults cleared. This TIPM Board is made in
such a way that it is not a question of what will quit working or break but when The company

that manufactured this piece of equipment wont consider a recall until there is loss of life or
enough damage considered to have been caused directly by the product to avoid" Law Suits",
or last but not least you have enough people to fight to have a recall on the TIPM module. If you
have problems with Dodge Sardine can with miscellaneous electrical parts that may or more
than likely does not work due to the way it was built and is considered to be a hazard if driven. I
love posts like pantera54! All multimillionaire projects can be crashed if you go directly and with
passion without any gray crowed thoughts I have same problem for low beam headlight on
driver side don't work. TIPM failure. My car just did the same thing. Whole thing shut down
without warning. UnhappyCaliberRT answered 6 years ago. The engine light stays on until the
next time I start it. Again, mechanic said TPIM module should not will fix it. Dodge needs to step
up and adress this TPIM issue! Loosing many future dodge owners. KBouapha answered 6
years ago. I am having an issue with my left head light and left high beam. Replaced the multi
function control lever, but didn't get any results fixing it. Now I am going to try replacing the IPM
box. I would like to be included when you approach Dodge with this issue. Swimgirl answered 6
years ago. I have a STX. I am also having the same problem with my left low beam DrewShady12
answered 6 years ago. I just wanted to post my experience with dealing with my SXT. My
driver's headlight went out and would only come on with I had the brights on. I tried new
headlights but that did not work so I began looking for a new fuse box. Replacing it could not
have been easier but I immediately started having many other issues. The lights work fine now
but the car could not go over 5 mph. Now the only thing that does not work is the speed
odometer. Shifting also feeling aweful. At times the RPM's will stay at 3k for while until I let off
the gas and reapply. And down shifting is also pretty rough at times. All in all I am just glad to
have my car back on the road. I will start my research again to try to find some more fixes for
the new issues and will post them here when I do find them. I am thinking it's either needing an
update for the TICM or this "new" box is damaged as well. We bought our caliber new. We have
had nothing but problems since the beginning. Had it for 2 weeks and the car wouldn't start
after shutting it off. The dealer said we must of got a bad battery. A month after having it the
back driver Side floor board would fill up with water. The dealership said they were stumped but
finally after taking the carpet and the whole backseat apart that they resealed it all and said
hopefully that would fix it. Everything good till about and since then we have gone through 5
batteries and in our dash light went out and front left turn signal and back right turn signal.
Changing the bulbs didnt fix the problem. Then everything electric would completely shut down
in the car including the electric door locks. Couldn't start the car or unlock the car then a few
mins later it would all come back on again. The weirdest thing ever. Come to find out its the
TIPM module and it's just to expensive to replace. We use the car as a back up vehicle now, so
hate to spend Turn signals and dash lights still don't work and just waiting to see what's going
to stop working next. This module needs to be recalled before someone gets killed. I definitely
want to be apart of any law suit or complaint so we can work on getting this recalled. I can't
believe how many people that are having problems with this module. Chrysler needs to step up
and recall them. If anyone has stumbled across a cheaper fix please let me know. The only way
to fix the ele. TIPM is just not equipped to handle the load of this car. The cure so far for my
TIPM mod. YES - I too want a piece of the same lawsuit - however Chrysler probably never will
have to pay for anything. I know just from owning this dangerous vehicle that here are people
out there that have died due to this care being so improperly designed. Ashleyroy answered 6
years ago. Im in the same boat with everyone here. Mybills live. My just started having very
similar issues as others listed here. I will be filing the complaint now. Michael answered 5 years
ago. To file a vehicle safety-related complaint, please go online to our File a Complaint web
page, or call us toll-free at We replaced the battery and alternator on a dodge caliber and the
battery light is still illuminated on the dash cluster. Mariza answered 5 years ago. I just recently
encounter a problem with my dodge caliber car was good with the lights up until yesterday
when I went to open the door of my car and the light inside didn't work, headlights turned on
when I started the car and then my blinkers don't signal but if I put the hazard light the blinkers
work dealership said it could be a number if things and that doing a diognostic test would cost
me from 95 to need help. Hang25 answered 5 years ago. My car had the same problem year ago.
I brought it to my mechanic Linh's auto repair wilcrest dr. Houston TX Got this trouble, I
changed the ground from the engine to the body and everything is fine now. Amy answered 4
years ago. Had same deal, there was a code in the TIPM central gateway module that had to be
cleared after bulb burnt. Haventura answered 4 years ago. I have a dodge caliber. I was driving
going about 40mph then all of a sudden the lights on my cluster started flashing and heard
beeping. Car rpm went down to 10 mph and shut off. Can someone please email me and help
me hdominguez15 hotmail. Tonybonton answered 4 years ago. Where is the windshield wiper
fuse I broke the arm for it now it's stuck on don't want to destroy new blades. Pixellated

answered 4 years ago. Replacing it yourself is relatively simple. You need to disconnect the
hoses into the air intake box, take out the air filter and the box itself it just pulls up and pushes
back on. Disconnect the battery. Then take the cover off the old TIPM and remove four screws.
Carefully pull it up until you can get at the connectors underneath it and disconnect those, then
the connectors along the edge. Everything is colour coded, so you can reconnect the new one
easily. Then put everything else back in, reconnect the battery and turn the key to 'on' for 12
seconds. That should be it. Just bite the bullet and get the TIPM replaced. It will save you money
in the long run! I am now on her because I am not having the same problem with my headlights
not coming on. I don't have the money to resolve this issue as I just had to do the Shocks and
Springs and the 3rd cylender just went on me too. There should be a recall on this expensive
issue. The car is a and is now falling apart one thing after the other. I had the same problem with
my dodge caliber 07 the low beam passenger side can't work. We have had our Caliber since it
came off the assembly line. Thanks for the heads up, I'm going to try replacein the fuse box.
KendraB answered 2 years ago. I know this was 7 years ago but my tipm is shot too. Been for
awhile. My headlights shut off when I search to high. My brake light is now not working. Have
they ever put a recall on them yet? This is ridiculous! DDodgeman answered 2 years ago. I have
an 07 Caliber and a Grand Caravan. So far no problem with the caliber in this area but the
Caravan has a relay in the tipm that is for the fuel pump. MAG answered about a year ago. Still
paying on this vehicle bough back in wish i knew about all these problems with this vehicle
before purchasing. Getting "no bus" message when trying to use the wipers and the radio cuts
out. Is this due to the TIPM? If so i cant afford a 1k part. I'm having the same problems all you
guys are having. I will sign a petition, anything to get this solved. MMHP61 yahoo. MelindaZ
answered about a year ago. I have a Dodge caliber sxt and I've had problems from day 1!! This
is the first time I bought a Dodge and more than likely it will be the last!! Had to replace the
engine cradle because of rust. The engine was about to fall out. At the moment I'm having
problems with the heated seats. The passenger side works fine but the driver side comes on for
4 seconds and turns off. After reading up on all the problems these cars have I'm beginning to
think they are lemons!!! Way more problems then should be. If anything comes of a suit against
them count me in!!! After reading up on the engine cradle problems and all the posts, these cars
should have been recalled!!! U can get in touch with me at melindazirbs49 gmail. GuruQG7J1
answered about a year ago. I have a 07 caliber bought 2nd hand 3 yrs ago with 50k on the clock
now has k, its been a good car with no probs, but i now have dip beam probs, iam quite car
savvy so will have a look at the TIPM myself to see what i can do, but i also fitted a mod on the
dash lights using LEDs instead of using the lumescent? GuruK6VW7 answered about a year
ago. I feel this is a problem with key and alarm lock. When the key started not locking the doors
there seem to be a problem starting the car. It sounds like the starter but I am just not sure.
GuruKG9TM answered about a year ago. Hi, I bought a used Dodge Caliber last year. I've always
been a Honda owner and I regret my choice of going with a Dodge. I was in a situation where i
needed a new used car asap and being a single woman you bet the dealer took advantage of
me. This fing car! It starts sometimes, or not. Battery is brand new, bought it last year and it's a
AAA battery. I've had to call them twice in one month to jump it. I've damn pulled every fuse that
I can get away with, still won't start! I do not know the history of this car. Don't know if it has an
alarm, but pulled that fuse who cares. I pulled the heated seats, radio, Bluetooth and more. I'm
ready to rip the fing fuse box right out! Can anyone give me suggestions? I've been researching
and there's a lot of problems with parasitic battery drain caused by the alarm system, not my
case. But when I pulled fuse 20, it started up pretty decent. For a few days. Now I'm back to
ground zero and it won't start. It clicks and dash lights come on It's Christmas, ya know. Thank
you. Earlwade answered 8 months ago. Why not use a different type fuse box or make ur own
it's clear that was not made well and how hard could it be alls u got do is know what ever wire
goes to and out the specified amp fuse from wire to fuse. Tiffany answered 5 months ago. I have
the same problem with my dodge journey We have changed damn near everything in it before
we figured out it was the fuse box and by that time our funds are too low to pay that much for it
also we put in more then we paid for the sucker but the fuse box is on back order anyway for up
to 6 months because Dodge refuses to admit to putting a faulty bad fuse box in these models
also jeep models and a few others i think from to Its ridiculous! Its not right and the dealership
will say its everything else but what the real problem is! Its unsafe and it needs to be recalled. I
pulled over and put the car in Hey guys
2008 civic fuse diagram
ford parts diagram
1978 ford tbird
my name's mat I drive a yellow caliber with the 2. I have a Dodge Calibe LE, live in a tropical

country, the gear box heats up and stalls; on highways or long roads, it heats up and stalls, the
car slows down. Mechanics have told me this type o I have a Dodge Caliber. I just replaced my
front tires and got a wheel alignment. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
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